TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
TEXAS TECH POLICE DEPARTMENT

Place This Card Under Your Telephone

BOMB THREAT

QUESTIONS TO ASK:

1. When is bomb going to explode?
2. Where is it right now?
3. What does it look like?
4. What kind of bomb is it?
5. What will cause it to explode?
6. Did you place the bomb?
7. Why?
8. What is your address?
9. What is your name?

EXACT WORDING OF THE THREAT:

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

SEX OF CALLER: _______ RACE: _______________
AGE: _______ LENGTH OF CALL: _____________
NUMBER AT WHICH CALL IS RECEIVED:

_______________________________________

CALLER’S VOICE:

_____ Calm _____ Nasal
_____ Angry _____ Stutter
_____ Excited _____ Lisp
_____ Slow _____ Rasy
_____ Rapid _____ Deep
_____ Soft _____ Ragged
_____ Loud _____ Clearing Throat
_____ Laughter _____ Deep Breathing
_____ Crying _____ Cracking Voice
_____ Normal _____ Disguised
_____ Distinct _____ Accent
_____ Slurred _____ Familiar
_____ Whispered

If voice is familiar, who did it sound like?

BACKGROUND SOUNDS:

_____ Street Noises _____ Factory Machinery
_____ Animal Noises _____ Voices
_____ Clear _____ PA System
_____ Static _____ Music
_____ Local _____ House Noises
_____ Long Distance _____ Motor
_____ Office Machinery _____ Other

THREAT LANGUAGE:

_____ Well Spoken _____ Incoherent
_____ (educated) _____ Taped
_____ Foul _____ Message read
_____ Irrational by threat maker

REMARKS: ____________________________

REPORT CALL IMMEDIATELY TO:

Lubbock: Texas Tech Police 743-2000/9-911
Amarillo: Texas Tech Police 354-5568/9-911
El Paso: Texas Tech Police 545-6531/9-911
Odessa: Odessa Police 335-5279/9-911
Midland: Midland College PD 685-4734/9-911
Dallas: SWPD-Dallas Police 744-4444/9-911
or VA - VA Police 857-0411/9-911
Abilene: Abilene PD 676-6563/9-911
Highland Lakes: Marble Falls PD 693-3611/9-911

Date: _____/_____/_____
Name: _________________________________
Position: ______________________________

Phone Number: __________________________